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shows that there is a valuable alternative to capitalism and argues that the labour managed firm is better that the
capitalistic one for a number of reasons, all of great importance.
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After Capitalism (New Critical Theory) [David Schweickart] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. In After Capitalism, David Schweickart moves beyond the familiar arguments against globalizing
capitalism to contribute something absolutely necessary and long overdue--a coherent vision of a viable.

What does a worthy successor look like? And how do we get there? After Capitalism by David Schweickart
provides clear and compelling answers to all three, delivered in a wonderfully engaging and understandable
style. By far the most sophisticated, detailed and illuminating book yet to appear on a new vision for 21st
century socialism. Must reading for anyone serious about building a meaningful progressive future. This new
addition enhances the first by dealing with the current meltdown, and offering an alternative to all concerned
with winning the battles for democracy. After Capitalism is a book full of hope for the critics of capitalism and
a book which must be read by all socialists. It shows that there is a valuable alternative to capitalism and
argues that the labour managed firm is better that the capitalistic one for a number of reasons, all of great
importance. A system of democratic firms is the realization of socialism according to a marxist vision and,
after the breakdown of central planning in Eastern Europe, may contribute to the revival of marxism in a new
democratic form. After capitalism is an accessible book for students and anybody who is interested in politics
and explains also the way we may follow to realize the new system. Over some 30 years, Schweickart Loyola
Univ. Chicago has defended and developed a vision of a democratic market socialism as a viable alternative to
capitalism. With PhDs in both mathematics and philosophy, Schweickart has the tools to critically evaluate
relevant arguments, both economic and ethical. In the first edition of After Capitalism , Schweickart sought to
present his case in a manner accessible to a general audience and to academic specialists. The second edition
remains accessible to a general audience, but adds valuable discussions on the instability of capitalism, the
current global crisis, different responses to this crisis in different parts of the world, and what may be an
emerging Chinese version of market socialism. As in his earlier works, Schweickart writes with vigor and
clarity. He has a gift for presenting abstract and complex material in a way that nonspecialist readers can
understand. Lower-level undergraduates and above; general readers. It describes in down-to-earth detail a
replacement for capitalism that he calls "economic democracy" and how we can bring it about. The book is an
entertaining and informative tour de force, with a lot of careful thought behind it. Only reading it can do
justice to its complexity.
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Current economic system is headed for collapse says Jeremy Rifkin. Linda Nylind At the very moment of its
ultimate triumph, capitalism will experience the most exquisite of deaths. This is the belief of political adviser
and author Jeremy Rifkin , who argues the current economic system has become so successful at lowering the
costs of production that it has created the very conditions for the destruction of the traditional vertically
integrated corporation. Rifkin, who has advised the European Commission, the European Parliament and
heads of state, including German chancellor Angela Merkel, says: No one in their wildest imagination,
including economists and business people, ever imagined the possibility of a technology revolution so extreme
in its productivity that it could actually reduce marginal costs to near zero, making products nearly free,
abundant and absolutely no longer subject to market forces. With many manufacturing companies surviving
only on razor thin margins, they will buckle under competition from small operators with virtually no fixed
costs. The creation of the collaborative commons From the ashes of the current economic system, he believes,
will emerge a radical new model powered by the extraordinary pace of innovation in energy, communication
and transport. Meanwhile, the mainstreaming of 3D printing and tech advances in logistics â€” such as the
installation of billions of intelligent sensors across supply chains â€” means this phenomenon is now
spreading from the virtual to the physical world, Rifkin says. Climate change The creation of a new economic
system, Rifkin argues, will help alleviate key sustainability challenges, such as climate change and resource
scarcity, and take pressure off the natural world. He says few people are aware of the scale of danger the
human race is facing, particularly the growing levels of precipitation in the atmosphere, which is leading to
extreme weather. While the radical changes in communication are already well known, he claims a revolution
in transport is just around the corner. The momentum will only gather pace as the price of renewable
technology plummets. Rifkin predicts the cost of harvesting energy will one day be as cheap as buying a
phone: You can create your own green electricity and then go up on the emerging energy internet and
programme your apps to share your surpluses across that energy internet. You can also use all the big data
across that value chain to see how the energy is flowing. He says the German energy company E. ON has
already recognised that the traditional centralised energy company model is going to disappear and is
following his advice to move towards becoming a service provider, finding value by helping others manage
their energy flows. He urges large companies across all sectors to follow suit and, rather than resist change,
use their impressive scale and organisational capabilities to help aggregate emerging networks. If the old
industries can monopolise the pipes, the structure, and destroy network neutrality, then you have global
monopolies and Big Brother for sure. He believes there is a paradox operating here, which is that over
consumption results from our fear of scarcity, so will go away when we know we can have what we want.
Millennials are already seeing through the false notion that the more we accumulate, the more we are
autonomous and free. Nonprofit sector to become preeminent What about the concern that the end of
capitalism would lead to chaos? Rifkin believes the gap left by the disappearance of major corporations will be
filled by the nonprofit sector. For anyone who doubts this, Rifkin points to the hundreds of millions of people
who are already involved in a vast network of co-operatives around the world: At the age of 69, Rifkin admits
he may not live long enough to see his hope for a better future materialise, but says the collaborative commons
offers the only viable way forward to deal with the sustainability challenges faced by humanity. What I do
know is that staying with a vertically integrated system â€” based on large corporations with fossil fuels,
nuclear power and centralised telecommunications, alongside growing unemployment, a narrowing of GDP
and technologies that are moribund â€” is not the answer.
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In After Capitalism, David Schweickart moves beyond the familiar arguments against globalizing capitalism to contribute
something absolutely necessary and long overdue a coherent vision of a viable, desirable alternative to capitalism.

However, when the author started to update it, he discovered that both the world and the development of Prout
had changed so much that more than 80 percent of the text was actually new material. Beyond this, economic
democracy , a fundamental demand of Prout, was also starting to resonate with the Indignados Movement of
Spain and the global Occupy Movement. Hence this book has a new title. Content[ edit ] Chapter 1: The
benefits of meditation for activists. The Right to Live!: The minimum necessities of life guaranteed to all,
pharmaceutical corporations vs. The Five Fundamental Principles of Prout and how they can be used to
evaluate social policies, factors that motivate people to work and economic indicators for setting the minimum
and maximum wages. Industry, commerce and service in three levels, how to provide housing for all,
economic decentralization and socio-economic regions, comparing the welfare economics of Amartya Sen to
Prout. Cooperatives for a Better World: Human nature competitive or cooperative? Examples of small-scale
cooperatives in Maleny, Australia and the Venezuelan cooperative experience. An Agrarian Revolution and
Environmental Protection: Agro- and Agrico-Industries, the benefits of a balanced economy. Endangered
rainforests , forest preservation strategies, tribal knowledge of medicinal plants , the Future Vision Ecological
Park in Brazil and a block-level planning exercise. History and the Social Cycle , bloodless revolution and
armed struggle, a new vision of history. The exploitation of women throughout history and today, and the
awakening of women. Goodness, evil and how to train heroes. Emotionally intelligent leaders and how to
inspire others and yourself. Increase in violent crime , ethics for personal and social transformation, cardinal
human values as the basis for legal justice, restorative justice and re-education centers for personal
transformation, transforming prisoners through yoga and meditation , drug abuse as a health issue. Psychic
exploitation, culture, civilization and pseudo-culture, an educational revolution, Neohumanist schools, local
and global languages , mass movements and guerrilla street theater. The Maya of Panimatzalam, Guatemala"
by Dr. Matt Oppenheim Chapter Different views on governance , democratic reforms, constitutional
proposals based on Prout, a universal bill of rights , world government. A Call to Action: Strategies for
Implementing Prout: Model cooperatives and community service projects, mass movements , a popular youth
movement in Hungary and protests against global capitalism. Hope for the future. While many of the goals
advocated by Maheshvarananda and Prout supportersâ€”such as diminishing income inequality and promoting
citizen cooperativesâ€”are certainly admirable, the theory is often vague about how they would be achieved or
what a transition to a Prout economy would look like on a large scale Maheshvarananda is more effective in
his critique of how current economic systems have created global wealth inequality, and at citing statistics for
how poverty has spread even in wealthier nations. The most interesting parts of the book, however, are the
guest contributions, which serve as case studies of using Prout principles in specific, smaller-scale projects
around the world. While these contributions are quite short, they offer some of the detail lacking in the overall
treatise.
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After Capitalism New Critical Theory. While many books have been published on the subject, few have the
level of prescriptive detail, together with justifications that exists in this book. One can imagine immediately
beginning its implementation starting with only one cooperative. The organs of finance could grow
organically as a constellation of cooperatives came into being. A number of my comrades are very much
averse to Market Socialism in all its forms. I think Yugoslavia has demonstrated well the dangers of relaxation
of wage differential controls and the conscious redistribution of surplus in market socialism, which, after they
were liberalised, eventually led to powerful centrifugal forces. Whether this system is a cul de sac which will
stifle further progress or not is a question that requires more debate. It has been on my to read list for a couple
of years. I think it is very good indeed. The focus is of course as some of you will know a very detailed and
comprehensive argument for economic democracy with a clearly set out case for worker ownership of
essentially capital as a commons. He does not use this latter term but capital in this non-capitalist world he set
out of work beyond wage labour and capital as we know it is essentially portrayed in a commons way.
Workers are socially obliged as citizens to steward circulating and fixed capital as commonwealth. He takes
co-operative economics thinking and co-operative ideals to this level. That is why I find it a fascinating and
compelling account of what such a word would look like. He does not eliminate markets and uses a
decentralised network of public banks to provide the new banking infrastructure. He also examines how we
would shift from here to there. This analysis in respect to transition is realistic and allows for a continuity of
small businesses and service sectors as one finds them at this level of business but for strong incentives for
private firms to convert to worker ownerships. He also allows for some larger capitalist firms to continue
under license and strict control and also for ongoing public sector services which he feels could be opened up
more to co-op provision but he has no awareness of social co-ops here - generally not on the radar of any
thinkers in the USA yet so I would not hold this against him. He argues so well for public banks to
complement economic ownership of firms. He lives and works in Chicago and knows well Dan Swinney your
friend who he thanks for reading of drafts of the book and commenting and guiding. Capital is brought into
common ownership in his model so it is very relevant to the commons theory. The book is also very relevant
to the concept of social markets. This is a powerful case for market socialism with lessons drawn from
Mondragon, the Yugoslav worker co-ops where workers hired and fired managers for decades including in the
public sector. This is a book about co-op commonwealth and how to strategically secure it. Where it is weak is
on the Land Question and the Money Question. He is silent on both topics. But in his arguments on how to
take people out of markets and end wage labour he is absolutely sound. Thus in the case Polanyi makes for
taking people, money and land out of the market, his strength is on the first of these. But if you complement
this with the Community Land Trust and Co-op Land Bank solutions for the land question, you can plug this
gap. Also if the democratic money arguments that Ellen and Mary make so well plug the money question gap,
then we could bring together a profound General Theory by utilising this book I think. He has trained
professionally as a mathematician, philosopher and economist he draws on co-op economics, Marx and
Keynes to bring together his model and argument. From Managerialism to Workplace Democracy. By
Seymour Melman New York: Melman commands attention because his classic of , The Permanent War
Economy, has largely come to pass. His new magnum opus places in historical perspective worker
self-management as a strong and growing current in workplace relations worldwide. Those sharing his
enthusiasm for this trend will find ample evidence that their hopes for cooperative commonwealth are not pipe
dreams. This hard-headed book musters overlooked information for a powerful argument addressed as much
to union workers as to workplace democracy activists. After Capitalism links militarism to the collapse of the
industrial sector, marginalizing American workers. This disturbing imitation of the recent Russian experience
deepens the basic alienation of workers from control over their lives.
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The new edition includes a new preface, completely updated data, reorganized chapters, and new sections on the
economic instability of capitalism, the current economic crisis, and China. Drawing on both theoretical and empirical
research, Schweickart shows how and why this model is efficient, dynamic, and applicable in the world today.
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After capitalism is an accessible book for students and anybody who is interested in politics and explains also the way
we may follow to realize the new system. -- Bruno Jossa, University of Naples David Schweickart's After Capitalism is
both visionary and practical.
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A new Chapter 2 specifies precisely the defming characteristics of capitalism and theory of revolution must pay careful
attention to what has been clarifies such key concepts as capital.7 AN OUTUNE OFTIlE ARGUMENT its spirit.
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Price gouging CEO Martin Shkreli learns that Capitalism giveth and taketh away.
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